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Associate leads new research
By JILL BOCOL
Staff Writer

Recently a program called
Outcomes Measures has surfaced at Central.
This program deals with information about students and our
institution. The research ranges
from how: many ethnic groups
we have attending Central to the
types of tests given students.
The program has always been
available, but until recently Central has not employed this type
of research. The importance of
these studies is part of the Institutional Research and Assessment program.
Gregory Trujillo, associate
provost, is in charge of the
research. His first experience
with this line of.work began in
September.
Central is not unfamiliar
ground for Trujillo, he has worked for many different departments in the university during
the past 19 years.
Trujillo said maintaining a
positive attitude even in the
most trying of situtations with
an overwhelming sense of
curiosity and willingness to
learn has helped him in his
career.
Trujillo explained that the
government funding for the stude.nt budget is determined
through the population of the
student body.
The assessment portion of this
program deals with the courses
that Central offers and helps
distinguish what makes our institution different.
Recently the Higher Educa-

.

-

tion Board became more inNow the information that is
terested in the goals of students
received from the students help
and the amount of knowledge . generate the program evaluation
that they recieve while attenaspect of this research: Feedding Central. This was not
back from students is extremely
always an easy task because it important and according to Trurequired individual attention.
jillo, "The program_evaluation

department is responsible for
critically examining students
and our institution.''
Being a small school advocate
Trujillo enjoys the closeness of a
small school atmosphere
because it provides a closeness

because it provides a closeness
of students and faculty.
''Taking all four years of college seriously'' is the advice that
Trujillo feels to be the most important while attending school.

Tuition rates to increase for next year
By RENEE

RI~KETIS

Managing Editor

Tuition and fees · for
Washington state colleges and
universities will increase again
for the next two school years,
and possible new legislation will
bring. students' costs up even
more.
Washington's Higher Education Coordinating Board is currently discussing six different
proposals for a tuition and fees
increase as part of its agenda.
According to current law, tui- ·
tion and fee cost figures are based on th e cost of ed ucation per ·
student, multiplied by the
percentage paid by the student
- as established by statute and added to a maximum fee
amount.
For example, it will cost the
state $4,895 to educate each
CWU undergraduate during the
1989-90 school year. Residents
pay 25 percent of that cost plus a
$244.50 maximum fee. The total
tuition and fee for resident
undergraduates, then, will be
$1,470.
Nonresident
undergraduates pay 100 percent

of the cost plus the fee for a total
of $5,142.
CWU graduate students cost
the state $11,573 to educate.
Residents pay 23 percent of the
cost, and nonresidents, 75 percent. Add the maximum fee to
each, and the total price for
graduate students will be $2,907
- for residents and $8,925 for
nonresidents.
The HEC Board anticipates
the costs of education to increase
to $5,201 for undergraduate and
$12,295 for graduate students in
the 1990-91 school year, so tuition costs will increase accordingly. Fees would also increase
to $253.50.
This is only true if legislation
does not change the current
system. The HEC Board is
discussing five other possible
changes - one of which will be
recommended
to
the
Washington Legislature as a
new law.
Plan "B" of the 1989-90 tuition and fee rate alternatives is
an estimate of the national
average cost of tuition and fees
for comparable universities. If
this plan is adopted, the cost for

education at CWU will be
$1,557
for
resident
undergraduates- an increase of
$87 from the cost according to
current law.
All other students will receive
a decrease in tuition and fees
Research
Universities
Current rates,
current law
1989 _90 rates,
current law
1989-90 rates,
P lan "C"
1989-90 rates,
plan "F"

$ 1 , 797

P~~~~
~ong t~e dHEC Board
1

a . ~s' fut receive str~n opposition rom the vyashington
~tate LJ:>bby, ~ccording to Dr.
Jrm S~van, director.It calls for
all residents to pay 33 per~ent of
:ctual ~g~t and all ~onre~dents
0 pay
percent 0 actu cost.
Comprehensive
Universities
$ 1 , 317

Community
Colleges
$ 780

$ ,
1 827

$ ,

$

0,827

$1,941

$i,145

922

$l, 557

$l,

1 470

$

822

875

Figures listed only apply to resident undergraduates.

from plan "B." Nonresident
undergraduates will pay $3,836
- down $1,306 - resident
graduates, $1, 654 - down
$1,253 - and nonresident
graduates, $3, 735 - down
$5)90.
Plan '' C'' was the most

Under this plan, resident
undergraduates will pay $1,941
- an increase of $4 71 nonresident undergraduates will
pay $5,351 - an increase of
$209 - resident graduates -will
pay $3,989 - an increase of
$1,082 - and nonresident

·

graduates will pay $11,495 .- an
increase of $2,570.
Plan "D" and "E," like plan
"B," are based on the national
average of cost. "D" is exactly
identical to "B," but "E" is
modified to decrease the amount
of certain reductions.
According to plan "E," the
resident undergraduate figures
are the same as in plans ''B'' and
"D,"
but
nonresident
undergraduates pay $4,584 - a
decrease of $558 - resident
graduates pay $1,863 - a
decrease of $1,044 - and
nonresident graduates pay
$5,553 - a decrease of 3,372.
Plan "F" is identical to plan
"E/' and is the favorite of the
WSL, according to Sullivan.
The plans' effect on tuition
and fees for the 1990-91 school
year is proportional, but the difference is even more dramatic.
Since the HEC Board will be
presenting the Washington
Legislature with its recommendation soon, Sullivan encourages
students to write to their
legislators with suggestions on
the tuition and fees increases as
soon as possible.
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Back up story in '88
By M. SCOTT THOMAS, ROBIN M. OWEN
Now that the Olympics are finished, it is time to tum our attention to the
back-up story of 1988: the election of a president. While this topic is certainly not as titillating as today's Donahue offering, 'The Plight of Divorced Transvestite Lesbian Nuns in Prison"; it nonetheless might be of some
interest to students.
The Observer, highly criticized for it's ground-breaking journalism, is
proud to present this 1988 Election Guide For The Uninformed.
The Candidates
Candidate: George "MX" Bush, Republican
Description: Very life-like. Strings were barely visible during last week's
debate.
Position on the issues: Semi-reclined.
Candidate: Michael ''The Beav'' Dukakis
Description: Commanding presence. King of the quick comeback.
Position on the issues: Missionary.
How to tell them apart
Bush
-tall
-glasses
-WASP
{Whiteanglosa.xonprotestant}
-aging spouse
-young running mate
-invisible
-rich

Dukakis
-short
-eyebrows
-GRIM
{Greekimmigrant}
-emotional spouse
-old running mate
-too invisible
-rich

Handgun control
By RENEE RICKETTS
Managing Editor

In a dispute, the presence of a handgun can increase the chances of
violence and danger.
Handguns raise the potential for danger in every situation. An angry
-person is only an angry person with no weapons present. In the history of
our judicial system, however, we have seen that weapons have the power to
transform "anger" into "temporary insanity."
In the same way, our judicial system allows fatal vigilante acts to pass
under the name of "self defense, "even when the vigilante is not the victim
of the crime.
Then there is the possession of weapons for "protection" purposes. Even
thi~ use ca~ backfire on a gun carrier. The attacker could tum the weapon
?n zts earner, the we~pon could be stolen and used against another person
m any number of cnmes, or a person could be injured or killed in an accident involving the weapon.
The easier it is fm· a law-abiding citizen to possess a gun, the easier it is
for a -person with malicious intent to obtain one.
Handguns cause more trouble than good - trouble that can be avoided
with stronger restrictions.

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
In responce (sic) to Christine
Olson's letter in last week's
Observer, I think I have an answer.
Christine asked, "Wouldn't a program designed to educate students
about the more common aquain-

tance (sic) rape and to offer suggestions on how to avoid these situations be more effective?'' This question was pertaining to the Quigley
Hall escort service.
Please see Letters page 14

Items likely to be found in the candidate's trash
Bush: Shredded documents from the current administration, notes of
congratulations signed by General Noriega, subscription to Muscle and
Fitness magazine, outdated L.L. Bean catalogs, Barbara's makeup, and
Dan Quayle's unopened dra~ notices.
Dukakis: Two ticket stubs to "La Cage aux Folles", unused bottle ofSally Hansen's facial hair remover, thank you notes from Massachusetts
work-release prisoners, 26 years worth of diet pill prescriptions, and a
nasty-gram from Jesse Jackson.
Common excuses for not voting
1. George Bush.
2. Michael Dukakis.
3. I had to wash my hair.
4. I thought it was next year.
5. There was a sale at K Mart.
6. I was watching "Hee Haw".
7. I only vote the straigllt Whig ticket.
8. Menudo was in Ellensburg.

THE OBSERVER
The Observer, the official student newspaper of Central Washington University, is a laboratory newspaper in conjunction with the
CWU Communications Department. All unsigned editorials are the
view of the majority of The Observer editorial board.
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Friday the week prior to publication date. Any letters not signed with a phone number for
verification will not be printed. Deliver letters to: Editor, The
Observer, CWU, Bouillon Hall, Room 225, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
Letters must be double-spaced, typewritten and limited to two
hundred words in length. Any letters longer than two hundred
words will be edited for brevity. The Observer is published each
Thursday during the school year, excluding holidays and final exam
weeks.
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English
Exemption
Exam
Offered
English 101 & 301 exemption exams will be
administered Thursday, Oct. 27, from 3
p.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Language & Literature
Building, Room 343.
Sign up in the English
J?epartment.
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Police

Campus darkens over break

,Beat

By JILL BOCOL

Timothy P. Hopkins, 18, of
Moxee, Wash., pleaded not guilty to second degree rape at his
arraignment. There will be an
omnibus (fact finding) hearing
for Hopkins, Oct. 27 at 3 p.m.
The arraignment of Jeff
Hilzendeger, 21, placekicker for
Central' s football Wildcats, has
been postponed due to an affidavit of prejudice filed by his
attorney. Hilzendeger has been
accused of pulling a gun on
another student.

Staff Writer

If you plan to be on campus
duringThanks~vingandpartof

Christmas break, be prepared to
be left in the dark for a few
hours.
A series of power outages will
occur during this break period.
These outages are due to repairs
to be made on the main electrical feeders.
Phil Hamilton, assistant director to the maintanance operations, said the .outages are

WfR.-G~s---;h&c;;~~

IGROCERY 925-24671
I
I
II RENT A VIDEO
1
I1
II * RECEIVE FREE *
II
at Reg. Rate
($1.99 Tues.-Sun.)

I
I

II
I
I

7oz. bag
Ruffles Potato
Chips

OR

HAMM'S BEER

$3.99
·

ANY 2 liter
Coke Product

Reg. or Light
12-12oz. cans

I
I

II
I

.I

The replacement and repairs
of the main feeders happen
usually once every other year.
The repairs are vital since the
power supplied to the campus is
generated from the feeders.
The Physical Plant electrical
crew makes the repairs.
The outage schedule is as
follows:
11/23/88 2-5 p.m.
Student Village Phase I
Randall-Michaelson
Hogue
Anderson-Moore
Special Services Building
Holmes Dining Hall
Barto ·
Bassetti Plmplex
Holmes Warehouse
Health Center

422 N. Pine
9:30-5:30 MON-SAT.

Check us out for
fall fashion values!
New arrivals include
mock turtlenecks in many
colors and styles.

"Where $10 or
Less
Buys the Best. "

---------·---------- ....--------* Expires 10-27-88 *

scheduled to accomodate
students and faculty in the best
way possible.
Students living in the Wable
Complex during the breakS may
be inconvenienced, but only for
a two hour period.

~·

11/25/88 6 a.m.-4 p.m.
Bassetti Complex
Holmes Warehouse
Health Center
11/26188 6 a.m.-4 p.m.
Bassetti Complex
Holmes Warehouse
Health Center

12/19/88 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Student Village Phase I
Randall-Michaelson
Hogue
Anderson-Moore
Special Services
Holmes Dining Hall
Barto
Bassetti Complex
Holmes Warehouse
Health Center
12/21/88 8-10 a.m.
Library
Boiler Plant
Anthropology-Sociology
language &. Literature
Psychology
Nicholson Pavilion
Physical Education Building
Peterson
Wable Duplexes
Stephens-Whitney
North-Wilson

................................................,,,,,,,,'l

~

I Interested in Officiating
~
Basketball???
I First meeting for the Kittitas Valley
I Officials will b"e Wednesday, Oct. 26
~ at p.m. in .Room
at Ellensburg
I call
High Schooi. For further information
925-1090
after 6 p. m.
7

~

313-

. ..

................................, ...,,,,...,.....,,..

~

HOMECOMING 88
COMED·Y

NITE

OUR STUDENT LOANS
MAKE THE GRADE. ·.

PRESENTS
SWllNNIES II T CEN·TRlll
ii NORTHWEST COMEDY REVIEW
FRIDAY OCT. 28

Tickets sold
at the Door

8:00 PM

SUI BALLROOM

Featuring

ROOLONG

MllR Y SCHICKLING
and

GREG MORELi/NO
.
ROONEY SHERWOOO
$'!.STUDENTS $If.SO GENERlll
SPONSORED BY llSCWU SPEC/Ill Pf(0Gf(IJA1S

Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates and
undergraduates. No interest payments until after graduation or withdrawal. Up to ten years to pay: back at just
83 annual percentage rate~ Payments as low as $50
per month.
Maximum loan amounts: $2,625 Freshmen/Sophomores
$4,000 Juniors/Seniors
·
$7,500 Graduate Students
Ask your school's financial aid office for an appli·
cation and details. Or call the friend of the family at
(206) 464-4767. We're out to make your education more
affordable.
*This rate does not necessarily apply to students with existing loans.

Washington Mutual QUP
The friend of the family

I
.~
I
I
~
I

:~.:'~~"'""' s...,...."'

~

CWU & Community Effort

Come ioin the .fun!
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 22

8 A.M.
Hot Chocolate, .Co~fee, and Donuts provided

~RQ6.l)

(E\.l..B.j~lS.JR.q 10 YA!Cll'\A

+.FIORITO
°R>J'D~

Transportation and
trash bags will
be provided.
Dress for. the
weather!
Noon Picnicfood provided
This is a Paid Advertisement

....-Gatheriog Place-...

Ellensburg, Hertz
Parking Lot, CWU

Questions? Call 963-1693

CA>-J'<ON)
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Keeping up with Leslie Cohan
By M. SCOTI THOMAS
Scene Editor

New York comes to
Ellensburg, or rather Ellensburg
goes to New York.
Leslie Cohan, general
manager of KCAT radio leaves
this week for New York. Her
plans include checking up on
local favorites, The Screaming
Trees, who are performing in
the Big Apple. Cohan also plans
on checking out the New York
music scene firsthand and bringing information back to Central.
Cohan is the first female
general manager of KCAT, and
possibly the most innovative.
For years, KCAT had been one
of the last strongholds of heavymetal music, but all that changed since Cohan's arrival.
"I've changed KCAT around
150 percent. I made it more of a
college radio station and college
radio is supposed to be experimental,'' Cohan said.
Cohan explained that the
music currently in rotation on
KCAT is of par to most of the
college stations in the U.S.
''Most college stations are
completely alternative, but there
isn't that kind of audience here
at Central, so we offer alternative music and modern
rock-something for everyone,''
Cohan said.
What are the responses to this
change of format? Cohan said
that the response has been very
good. However, she also said
some people have quit the station because they wanted to play
AOR (albwn-oriented rock), like
KISW in Seattle. Disc jockeys

now can play almost anything
they want.
Cohan's involvement with the
Ellensburg music scene is quite
extensive.
''I know quite a few of the
bands in town and it is important to have a music scene in
Ellensburg. There is good music
here," Cohan said.
Among Cohan's personal
favorites are Ellensburg' s own
Screaming Trees, MDL, Greensuit and King Crab. On the national level, Cohan said to watch
out for The Sugar Cubes,
Metallica and Husker Du.
Cohan also expressed some
frustrations with the university.
''We are definitely not the important media to the university
administration. People think
that students who play music
are not going anywhere, but I'm
here at KCAT seven days a
week,'' Cohan said.
She said that the low priority
of KCAT is evidenced by the stations low budget and the fact
that all of the station's positions,
including Cohan's, are unpaid.
"I am at KCAT because I really enjoy what I'm doing,'' Cohan
said.
Cohan, 21, is a Seattle native
and a graduate of Roosevelt
High School. She has been interested in radio for several
years and plans to make a living
being a disc jockey.
After graduation, Cohan ex-·
pects to find employment at a
small station, probably working
the graveyard shift.
''There is always a listener out
there no matter what time it is,''
explained Cohan.

Leslie Cohan KCAT general manager.

Pumpkin festival '88
ByGREGGC.
BO'ITEMILLER
Staff Writer

Trick-or-treat!
This popular Halloween saying might be the most appropriate for Ellensburg' s Second Annual Pumpkin Festival.
The tricks include the challenge
of creating the best decorated
scarecrow, best carved pwnpkin
or the best tasting pwnpkin pie.
The treats are eating those pies
along with sampling food and
crafts downtown, and the opportunity to share food with
others in the community.
The Ellensburg Chamber of
Commerce and KUBE radio are
cosponsoring this year's event,
with contests starting this week,
climaxing Oct. 29, in coordination with.Central' s homecoming
celebration.
''Last year· s festival was
rather small,'' said Everall
Purcell, helping coordinate the
festival, ''but it was very successful. This year, like CWU's
homecoming, will be bigger and
better than before.
"The big push this year is
toward
our
scarecrow·
decorating contest,'' Purcell

said. Purcell is also Central' s
field representative for auxiliary
services for conference programs and a member of the
Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce.
Contestents will display their
stuffed handiwork in participating downtown shops, and
the community will drop off
cans of food, or other non-

Purcell recommends contestants in the scarecrow contest to get their hay together by
Saturday. ·

holidays coming up,'' she said
Entrants for the contest can be
individuals or groups, such as
residence halls, academic
departments, etc. Entry fee for
all the contests is $1, helping to
fund the festival. Entry blanks
can be picked up at many
downtown stores or at the
chamber- of commerce.
Purcell recommends contestants in the scarecrow contest
get their hay together and try to
get their ''winner in the window'' by Saturday to maximize
the ''voting'' process. Entrants
must notify the chamber that
they are entering and then the
chamber will tell contestants
~hich store scarecrows will go
lil.

perishable items, at the store as
their ''vote'' for the best
scarecrow. The scarecrow with
the largest cannery of votes will
be the winner, announced Oct
29, according to Purcell.
The real winner of the drive,
indicated Purcell, will be the
food bank which will receive the
cans.
"The food bank is always in
need of food and right now it is a
little low-and with two big

Carved pwnpkins and pumpkin pies should be submitted
· the morning of Oct.29. Judging
will take place 9-11 a.m.
Also in conjunction with the
festival, will be a crafts and food
fair at the Rotary Pavilion
downtown, Oct. 29. Central' s
homecoming parade will start
from the downtown area at
10: 15 a.m. with judging of floats
on 8th street.
For more information on the
festival, call Mrs. Purcell at
963-1631

Symposium clicks
at Spurgeon
ByGREGGC.
BO'ITEMILLER
Staff Writer

Nationally
acclaimed
photographers will gather at
Central Nov. 3-6 to take part in a
lecture serries and exhibit of
their works.
The 11 artists' photographs
are currently being hung at
CWU' s Spurgeon Gallery, and is
slated for public viewing beginning Monday. They will be on
display through Nov. 23 . .
Jim Sahlstand, gallery curator,
stated that all these artists have ·
had their works previously
displayed at Central, and subsequently went onto establish
their national reputations.
The artists, lecturing on their
specialities are Lawrie Brown,
Jerry Burchfield, Jo Ann Callis,
Robert Flick, Judith Golden,
Betty Hahn, Robert Heinecken,
Patrick Nagatani, John Pfahl,
Dan Powell and Todd Walker.
Their presentations will last

about 45 minutes, starting Nov.
4 at the conference center. Subj ect topics will include
manipulation, color, sequential
imagery and hand coloring,
Sahlstand said.
This year's symposium is
made possible by grants given to
the art department, said J. John
Agars, department chairman. At
its September meeting, the
Washington State Arts Commission approved a $2,400 grant for
Central' s planned symposium.
Additional funding was supplied
by the university, the Alumni
Association, local businesses
and the Spurgeon Gallery itself.
The lecture series and displays
are also planned to coincide with
Central' s hosting of the Society
for Photographic Education Northwest regional conference. The
SPE is a nationally recognized
education organization.
While exibit viewing is free,
registration fees are required for
the lecture series and a reception
for the artists Nov. 3. Cost is $15
for students, $30 for SPE
members and $40 for nonmembers.
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This one's on me
By ERIC SOLBERG
Colwnnist

In this age of fierce competition in both the boardroom and
the classroom, I think that it's
important that we take time,
step back and have some fun. If
it isn't fun, it's serious and we all
know what happens if you are
too serious. That'.s right, you
become boring, grouchy, or die
of a massive heart attack, but not
nessesarily in that order.
That is what this column is all
about, no, not having a massive
heart attack, but having fun. A
look at that lighter side of life we
all miss. So sit back and enjoy.
This one's on me.
As the school year begins it
seems like a good idea to write a
story on something other than
the problems freshmen have
getting to the dining halls on
time and how well the intramural football program is going. Not that these things aren't
important, God knows they are.
For once, wouldn't it be nice
to read about some seemingly
unimportant imformation
without opening your history
book? You know, stuff like;
what do you say to your date
when they have foot odor so bad
it makes Tacoma smell like a
rose garden, or what is it that
you do after someone pukes all
over your new shoes at a party,
or just how cold does it get in
Ellensburg during the winter?

School is tough enough without pick up someone at a party.
having to worry about stuff like Perhaps a study date is more
·this.
your idea of romance. But
In answer to the questions remember, even with a study
above, you should; try to ignore . date there are certain do' s and
it, ask them if they want a doggy dont' s if you want your date to
bag, and very cold. But that's not be a succesful one. I won't
all, what about other real life define success.
The first thing you have to do
problems that come up?
Imagine it's 1:00 a.m. Satur- is forget about getting any studyday morning. Your roommate is ing done. I know you say, "Isn't
out of town for the weekend. a study date for studying?" Well
Your at the party of the quarter yes and no, the real question
and you've had about three too here is; just what are you studymany purple jesuses. The next ing?
thing you know, you are stanHere's a tougher one for you
ding at the door to your dorm guys, supposing you already
room, next to you is your dream know enough to practice safe
date-you know, that special so- sex. What do you do when it
meone whom you've had a comes time to purchase condoms?
crush on for the last five days.
Should you try to impress
You are feeling pretty good
right now, you can still see your partner with your special
straight and your words are only monogram condom? Very exa little slurred. No problem, pensive. Or do you just pick up
what's-her-name is worse off the economy family pack and
hope she doesn't notice? What
than you are.
What do you do now? Do you about the one in the wallet for
invite her in for some late night emergencies? How long will it
TV viewing? Chances are you'll last before it reaches the danger
both end up passed out on the zone. Tough questions for tough
couch anyway. Or do you simp- times.
And for you women out there.
ly say good night and go to bed
knowing that your mother Is a box in the night stand all
right, or should you keep them
would be proud of you?
This is a tough question, You in the bac}\ of your closet. Out of
either let all your mother's wor- sight, out of mind. And just what
rying go to waste and miss the is the proper waiting period
late show, or invite her in, not before launching into a relationknowing what may happen ship With your ex-roommate's
best friend's ex-boyfriend?
next.
Okay, so you're not the type to
There are hundreds of other
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Clubscene--~------------
)

problems we could talk about
but time just won't permit. Too
bad.
We all know what a complex
world it is out there. Gone are
the days of free and casual sex,
when you could call a rubber a
rubber, and it wasn't a major
purchasing decision. When Nix-

on was in the White House.
But, remember whatever happens, your mother lives at home
and will always be proud of you.
If you know what I mean.
•Purple jesuses; a party drink
normally made in a large vat or
bathtub.

By MIKE ELIASON
Staff Writer

CPPCnews
CANDIDATE
PRESCREENING: The following
companies are pre-screening for
campus interviewing: Garand
Marketing Inc. -Dec gradsMarketing Careers. Electronic
Data Systems Corp.-Business or
Math related majors with Computer Science, MIS or DP
coursework. Stop by CPPC at
Barge 105 to pick up the registration packet and pre-screen
check list.
CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS/Sign-up a week
in advance of campus visit: The
following organizations will
have representatives on campus
to interview interested candidates during fall quarter. (Sign
up schedules are posted one
week to the day, before the arrival of the interviewers... campus visit date shown.) The Boeing Company- Oct 24, 25 and
26-Industrial supervision,
manufacturing
engineer
technology, industrial electronic
technology and electronics

engineer technology majors. (Informational meeting on Oct 24,
7 p.m. in SUB 204-205 for all interviewing and others who are
interested.)
Bi-Mart
Corporation- Oct 25-business
and liberal arts majors. K-Mart
Apparel-Oct 26-all majors. Radio
Shack-Oct 28-all majors. State
Farm-Oct 28- all majors. Advance sign-up starts Oct 21. (Informational meetings on Oct 28,
1: 15 p .m. and 3 p.m. in SUB 103
for all who are interested.
NOTE: Please stop by the
Career Planning and Placement
Center if you wish to keep current on the recruiting activities.
There may be addition to this list
of recruiters.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
FOR TEACHERS: The following Job Search Workshop will be
presented by Robert D. Malde of
the Career Planning and Placement Center: Oct 25, 26, and 27
from 3-4 p.m. in Black Hall 107.
Topics covered: Job Finding
Skills; Resumes; and Interviewing.

Minority club

-

If you think you're different
than the normal, everyday student, there's a new club on campus that may be for you.
The Minority Student Association is a newly formed club aimed specifically at minority
freshman.
"But, it is for everyone, not
just minorities," says Vanessa
Sukola, freshman from Tacoma.
Freshman Livonia Smith,
from Kent, adds, "If you think
you' re different than the average
person, you could be considered
a minority."
Club
advisor,
Robin
MacAlpine, started organizing
the club two months ago.
MacAlpine realized there wasn't
a freshman club on campus. Being the minority admissions
counselor for the uriiversity, he
simply put the two together and
came up with the idea for the
group.
''I wanted a group where the
kids could meet and work
together. Some place where they
(students) could get some peer
emotional support, and make
their time in school more rewarding," MacAlpine said.
The club's specific purpose, as
stated in the club bylaws is, "To
function as a peer support
group, organize social and
educational activities, and yet

allows its members to create the
intense decisions needed to
make new acquaintances on a
campus such as CWU."
The group presently has about
50 members of all races and
academic classes.
Ms. Sukola says, "We're not a
club like the ad club that focuses
on one thing, we focus on
everything. Many times
freshman are reluctant to join
clubs because they don't feel it is
their place with the upperclassmen and all.''
Cathy Cortez, freshman from
Tacoma, says, "The club helps
get us involved in college life,
and meet friends. It is somewhat
of a support group for
freshmen.''
Livonia Smith expands on the
subject, ''This is not a club for us
to hover together because we
feel discriminated against, we' re
here to get involved in the
business community and show
them we're not just CWU, but
we care about the Ellensburg
community.''
The group's plans include
helping the elderly, organizing
food drives, peer counseling,
and community cleanups.
At present, the club requires
no fees and meets every Monday at 6:30 p.m. in the SUB
room 204-205.
"This clubs really is for
everyone, it's a way to get involved," says MacAlpine.

Bacchus plans future
By JESS CHICKLINSKY
Staff Writer

Bacchus is a student club with
an emphasis on promoting
responsible decision-making
regarding the use of alcohol.
"However, we are not an antidrinking club." says Wendy
Keegan, president of Bacchus.
Bacchus is currently engaged
in planning for the future. The
club is working on setting up a
designated driver program,

Bacchus is to help students
with drug and alcohol problems

whereby, students chose one
person that will not drink for the
evening.
Another of the club's plans include setting up an underage
night club on campus.
Keegan explains, ''The proposed club will be something
like a cocktail lounge where
food and mock-cocktails will be
served to customers. We would
also like to have live music and

11y aMacintosh today-you may win aSony Discman.
Now that a newschool year is under
way, we have an idea that'll make both
you and your parents f~el a bit more
confident come finals time:
.Get a Macintosh®computer to help
with your homework.
Then you'll never have to spend
another all-nighter retyping apaper
just t? purge a,fewtypos and dangling
modjfiers. You ll be able to crank out

assignments that look as though you
bribed a friend in art school. And with
an amazing new program called
HyperCard®-which just happens
to come packaged with every
Macintosh- you can easily store,
organize, and cross-reference research
notes to your heart's content.
And if that isn't enough reason

to look at aMacintosh today, here's

another:
Right now, you have three chances
to win one of Sony's Discman™ CD
players- including the exciting Sony
Pocket Discman, which also plays the
new 3-inch CDs. And even if you miss
out on the CD player, you may still win
ne of 15 Apple T-shirts. No strings
attached- just fill out a registration
The power to beyour besfM

Enter: October 17th-October 31st
Apple, the Apple logo, and Mximosh are regiSlered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Sony Discman is a trademark o ( Sony Corporation.
No purchase necessary. Odds depend oo number of en1rants See your campus Apple reseller for complete comesc details. Pri1.es may vary from product shown.

form at the location
listed below.
So come in and get your
hands on aMacintosh.
If not for yourself, do it for
your folks.

The University Store

dancing on the weekends."
Keegan says that the chosen
driver will werar a pin that reads
'Tm the Driver." The pin will
entitle the driver to free, nonalcoholic drinks for the evening
at some of the better known
restaurants and clubs in
Ellensburg.
Aside from the club's future
proposals, Keegan stresses that
the main purpose of Bacchus is
to help students with drug and
alcohol problems.
"Sometimes it is much easier
to go to a fellow student for help,
rather than a family member or
a school advisor," said Keegan.
Bacchus members help
students who feel they may
have a drinking problem by
referring them fo organizations
in the community who provide
counseling.
"Some of the members of Bacchus are students who have had
alcohol problems them5elves,"
said Keegan. Members understand the problems students face
with alcohol abuse.
Other members are in the
club solely for the satisfaction of
helping other students.
''There are currently 30

members of Bacchus and 15 of
them are considered very
active," said Keegan.
discuss issues on alcohol problems facing college students.
Topics include the abuse of
alcohol, such as a recent incident
that occurred on the campus of
Rugers University. A student

Sometimes it is much easier
to go to a fellow student for
help, rather than a family
member or a school advisor.

was challenged to stay in a closet
and consume an entire keg of
beer. The student died in the
process.
Members discuss possible
alternatives to situations such as
this and try to come up with
ways of preventing these kind of
tragedies.
The Bacchus club meets every
Thursday evening in Barto Hall.
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Making the grade without pain
By ROBERT
PH.D.

J.

KRIEGEL,

Have you ever felt that you
can't possibly read four
chapters, study for that
philosophy test, write that
paper, make dinner and call
your girlfriend all in one night?
Then instead of doing all the
things you know you should, do
you just turn on the stereo and
avoid them all? Yes? You're
among the majority.
Procrastination occurs when
you think you have too much to
do or when you imagine
something is going to be too difficult or distasteful.
The "can'ts" II can't do all
that...) overwhelm us so that we
do nothing but procrastinate.
If you are like most college
students today, you feel increasingly overwhelmed. In fact, the
Nuprin Pain Report, the first national study on pain in America,
documented that more people
18-24 suffer from stress and pain
than any older age group.
A skier with the can'ts looks
down a steep, icy slope and is
paralyzed. "I can't ski this," he
thinks.
The trick for the skier is to find
a "can do"-- a first turn he can
make. Once he successfully
completes the first turn he can
look to the next and the next.
Each time he successfully makes

a turn he gains a sense of accomplishment and builds confidence in himself and his skiing
ability.

More young people experience
pain than older people

The solution for the can'ts
sounds pretty simple, and it is.
Big projects are made up of lots
of small, doable steps.
I developed the can'ts right
after signing the contract for my
first book: 65,000 words. I
couldn't get started. I kept putting it off, overwhelmed be the
size of the task, just like I used to
do in college when I had a big
paper to write.
Luckily I remembered my
own advice: to look for a can do.
I can write the outline - did it. I
can write bullets for each
chapter - did it. I can write an
introduction - did it.
Ten months later the book
was finished.

I

Source: Nuprin Pain Report
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Overcome procrastination by
remembering to turn the can'ts
into can dos. Ask yourself,
"What can I do now?" And be
sure that the direction you' re
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moving in leads to your ultimate
goal.
Can do thinking and the
positive actions that follow in-
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crease your contidence and
composure and maximize your
effectiveness. Pretty soon you're
on a roll.
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NEVA'S
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

111 E. 4th
.
(across from Maurice's)

WE SELL,

RENT AND

925-4444

REPAIR TYPEWRITERS

Typewriter ribbons and
resume paper available
FAX SERVICE

1-509-925-5400

(INSlllT SALi DATI HUE.)

We're having a real
sale on a real treat.
Three thick layers of
real hot fudge and
crisp, crunchy peanuts.
With cool und creamy
DAIRY QUEEN' soft serve
in between. The Peanut
Buster" Parfait. Now only
00¢ at your participating
DAIRY QUEEN' store.

WE TREAT YOU RIGHT~

Dairy Queen· is proud to support our local children's hospitals through
the Osmond Foundation's Children's Miracle Network Telethon.
~AM

0.0. Coro./1987
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'Cats freeze Tech, Coats no help
By ROY ELIA and
MIKE ELIASON
Staff Writers

First place in the Columbia
Football Association's Mt.
Rainier League will be at stake
Saturday when sixth-ranked
Central Washington battles
number 11 Pacific Lutheran at
Puyallup' s Sparks Stadium.
The Wildcats enter the 1:30
p.m. showdown with a 5-0
record, 3-0 in the Mt. Rainier
League. The Lutes, ranked
number one in the nation last
week among NAIA Division II
schools, have been beaten once
in five starts and are 2-0 against
Mt. Rainier League foes.
CWU held off Oregon Tech
last week in Klamath Falls 27-21
while PLU, the defending NAIA
Division II national champions,
suffered a 35-33 loss in McMinnville, Ore., against Linfield.

CWU 27, OIT 21
Pat Patterson's one-yard
touchdown run late in the third
quarter broke a 21-21 tie as the
Wildcats escaped with their second road win of the season.
"That'snotaneasytrip," Central coach Mike Dunbar said of
his squad's eight-hour trek to
Klamath Falls.
''To go down there and play a
good football team and to hang
on and win, n.o matter how pretty it was, is a tribute to our
team.''
One of the major keys of the
contest was the defense, who
faced OIT' s Billy Coats, the national leader in rushing yardage.
Coats, who had averaged 177
yards per game in weeks past,
was held to only 24 yards on
eight carries.
Bolstering the defense was
returning
All-American
linebacker Nick Snyder who has
been out for several weeks with
an ankle injury.
Although the Owl running

. .....
.....
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Central's running back Pat Patterson rushed for a career high 180 yards in CWU's
win over Oregon Tech.

game was suffering, the OIT
passing game gave CWU defensive coordinator Doug Adkins
trouble during the first half.
''Defensively, we were geared
up to stop the run and Coats, but
OIT's Trotter passed a lot better
than we expected,'' said Adkins,
referring to their 21 first-half
points.
Meanwhile, the Wildcat's Patterson rushed for 180 yards on'

28 carries. His performance was
the main reason CWU quarterback Darrell Hudson threw only
14 passes in the contest, completing eight for 161 yards.
''We would have liked to have
thrown the ball more," Dunbar
explained, ''We only took a couple of wide receivers with us
because of (league) travel limitations. Pat was playing extremely
well and had a · tremendous

amount of yardage, so we
wanted to get him the football.''
Going into the locker room at
halftime, the game sat deadlocked at 21-21, with CWU needing
to shut down the Owl's passing.
According to coach Adkins,
"We didn't make any technical
adjustments at halftime, we just
didn't play very well in the first
half."
The Wildcats took charge in

the second half, as Patterson
capped an. 11 play, 80-yard
drive, with a one-yard dive and
the defense twice fended off
Owl drives inside the 40-yad
line to post a second-half
shutout.
''This was a very emotional
game,'' said head coach Dunbar,
''The sign of a good football
team is to make a trip like this
and hang on against an aroused
opponent.''

Team effort ~. brings two firsts
By TAMI

SC~RANK

Copy Editor

Central men's and women's
cross country teams both won
first place honors at the third annual Art Hutton Invitational
meet in Leavenworth Saturday.
Freshman Brad Hooper was
the top finisher for Central in the
men's division placing second
with a time of 29 minutes, si seconds. Taking third to
strengthen the team finish was
sophomore Dallas Trople.
Central men's coach, Spike
Arlt, said about his team's performance, ''We' re still packing it
up pretty tight and we' re starting to run faster.''
Peter Alden of AlaskaFairbanks was the winner of the
8,000-meter race in a time of
29:54.
On the women's side, junior

Sarah Howell, competing for a
Heather Lucas completed the · . Connors in fifth.
Canadian Club team, was the
race in 20: 10. This was good
''Liz has worked real hard and
winner of the 5,000-meter race,
enough for second place despite she has established · herself as
being ill Friday·night.
our number three runner,'' Pete · . crossmg the finish line in 19:50.
Both teams travel to BellBacking up Lucas were Molly Steiner, Central women's coach,
ingham Saturday for their ·last
Hatfield in third place and Liz said.

chance to fine tune their perfo!"man ce s before the N AIA
District I meet Nov. 5 at Fort
Steilacoom.

Volleyballers lose, road trip ahead
. ByROYELIA
Staff Writer

A weekend road trip to Alaska
Pacific awaits the CWU
volleyball team, which was
swept by St. Martin's and Whitworth this past week.
''We' re not playing very well
right now,'' Central coach John
Pearson said, ''but we had a
good practice Sunday. We worked on our confidence and poise
more than anything else."

Service errors were a problem
against both opponents. The
Wildcats were guilty of 16 in the
two setbacks.
''That's not typical of our
team,'' Pearson said of the
miscues.
CWU is 6-20 overall, 1-2 in
NAIA District I matches.

CWUvs. St. Martin's
The Saints posted -their first

win over Central this season
CWU vs. Whitworth
16-14, 15-10, 15-7.
Inconsistency hampered the
''We'd beaten . them twice
already," Pearson noted, "We Wildcats in a 15-11, 15-13, 15-7
District I loss to the Pirates.
were as flat as we could be.''
"We would take a run of three
Tami McKneight and Jenny
Nelson had 11 digs apiece for the or four points, then take a serWildcats, while Renee Krebs vice error,'' said a disappointed
and Angie Ozanich tallied 16 Pearson.
McKneight registered eight
and 13 assists, respectively.
Anysia Pepper recorded eight kills for the 'Cats, and shared
kills, and ''played as well ' as team-high honors with Tina
Washington with seven digs.
anybody,'' Pearson stated.
Ozanich contributed 11 assists.
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New soccer club sparks interest
Atlantic. In 1968, he left
Czechoslovakia and found his
Staff Writer
way to Great Britain.
Wanted: Soccer players. InWhile attending the Universiquire to Central Washington
ty of London's School of
Soccer Club.
Economics, Saunders bounced
Central Washington Universiaround the club soccer circuit
ty is looking for a few good socfor the next ten years, playing
cer players. Not for the varsity
alongside the likes of British
programs, but for its newly
greats Bob Charlton and George
established club soccer proBest. He noted differences in
gram, coached by Peter
English and American soccer.
Saunders.
"English soccer is a high-ball
Saunders, a first year
style with lots of trapping, head
economics professor here at
shots, kicking far and taking the
CWU, is very experienced in the
shots going slow,'' Saunders
world of soccer. While living in
points out, ''The US finds it
England for 10 years, he played
more effective passing the ball.
in the British club leagues and
They seem to emphasize the
coached another soccer club at
physical aspect, running to get in
Utah State before coming to
condition. They take soccer
Ellensburg...
back to basics.''
Saunders said he started the
He also adds that the British
club for those soccer players not
soccer fan is more into the game,
on the varsity teams.
·
though the current rise of the
"I was glad to find out they
"hooligans" (riot-prone fans
have men and women's varsity who hate to see their teams lose)
59CCer," he said, "but there's a · is giving soccer a bad name.
lot of good players who aren't on
Saunders _emigrated to the US
those teams. This is what club
soccer is for.''
_
Apparently, there are a lot of
good soccer players on the Central campus. At the first turnout
on October 10th, about 20 men
and women showed up and
Saunders is expecting more.
So far, the only problem the
Are You Getting Enough Iron?
new club has experienced is
It is estimated that at least
practice time. Getting a field to
100/o of Americans do not get
practice on is extremely difficult
enough iron. Iron is not only
with fall sports in full swing.
necessary for healthy blood but
Saunders is hoping to get more
time to practice before winter
is also important in various
chemical reactions in the body.
and set up some matches as
The major causes of iron
well.
·
deficiency are blood loss and
Saunders' international exan iron-poor diet for long
perience stretches far across the
By GEORGE EOOAR.

in 1978, attending Colorado State
University. After picking up his
doctorate in economics, he went
to Utah State University, staying

until laSt year. His soccer club at
USU was successful, playing
other club teams throughout the
state.

Saunders says soccer is more
popular in the United States
than anyone thinks. Perhaps he
can bring that level of interest to
CWU students.

Women lose two:
final game upcoming
By KIRK LUNDQUIST
Staff Writer

After weekend losses to Whitman and Washington State
University, the CWU women's
soccer team plays their final
home match Saturday against
Seattle University.

CWU vs. Whitman
The Missionaries scored three
goals in the first_ 10 minutes and
cruised to a 7-2 NAIA District I
win last Friday.

According to Wildcat senior
Daina Murray, "We 4icJ.n't get to
Walla Walla until right before
the game.''
· Adding · to the teams difficulties was the condition of the
. playing field, as the game was
played in a driving rainstorm.
Coach Bill Baker admitted
those factors hurt the play of his
team, saying it would have been
a better squad ''if the field was
good,'' and ''a warmup could.
have helped.'' One player was
felled by injury due to lack of

warming time.
Baker gave due credit to their
opponents, however, calling
them a "powerhouse" in NAIADistrict I soccer.

CWUvs. WSU
Saturday's non-counter match
against WSU' s club team was a
battle to the end, but the
Cougars prevailed, winning 1-0.
Please see Soccer page 13
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FORT MAC
ARMY·SURPLUS
FOR COSTUMES,
HUNTING GEAR,
HATS, WOOL PANTS AND .
SWEATERS,
AND MUCH MORE···

Ll.NDER CHlROPRACTIC
CENTER
College life can be demanding physically
as well as mentally! · Doctors of Chiropractic
are experts in treating back and leg pain,
arm and neck pain, headaches and any
other musculo-skeletal disorders you have.

Don't _suffer needlessly when help is only
a few short blocks from campus.

962-2570 1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg.
962-3587

413 N. MAIN

Across from the Dairy Queen
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Tournament opens intramural sea.son one.
Taking the first match in
straight games, 15-4 and 15-8,
Roush-Stein seemed to tire' during the second, but prevailed
15-9, 15-10, thanks to great
teamwork, thundering spikes
and more than a little help from
the refere es.
Miracle and Bishop were
quick to acknowledge the skill of
their opponents, but admitted
that the judging could have
been better.''
For more volleyball action,
both varsity and intramurals are
fired up and players are anxious
for the support of the Wildcat
fans.
11

Soccer
Continued from page 14.
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WSU scored the only goal of
the game from a header in the
second half.
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Despite the foss, teammate
Murray commended Wildcat
goalkeeper Sloan Harris on an
awesome game.'' Murray guessed that Harris had somewhere in
the neighborhood of 30 saves.

15

11

~

Eddy Stein dives into acton during playoffs in two-man volleyball intramurals.

By MIKE BUSH
Sports Editor

Intramural sports officially
opened this week, beginning

~~·~ ~
·~\\G

with the two-person volleyball
tournament held at Nicholson
Pavilion.
The double elimination
tourney started with eight

teams, one a co-ed tandem, and
played for two nights to whittle
down to the two best teams on
the CWU campus.
The championship came

Serving CWU Students & The Communitr .

""" PROFESSIONAL FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
FOR THESE LIGENSES I RATINGS

down to the team of Jimmy P.
Miracle and Dwight Bishop, the
first night's victors, versus
Michael Roush and Eddy Stein,
champs of the second night of
competition.
Since Miracle and Bishop
hadn't lost in their preliminaries
and Roush and Stein had,
Roush-Stein would have to win
two matches to the other team's

Murray said the difficult thing
about playing on the surface is
"it's really hard to get used to
how the ball goes.''
The loss to Whitman gives the
freshman dominated lady '.Cats
a 2-4-1 record on the season.

GET YOUR
FUTURE OFF
THE GROUND

Private • Commercial
Instrument-· Instructors Rat~ng
~0~,t'~ ADVANCED RATINGS IN MULTI ENGINEo\\e

In addition to a tough opponent, the players had to adjust to
the unfamiliarity of playing on
astroturf instead of grass.

Imagine the thrill of flying a jet aircraft! Air Force

& MULTI ENGINE INSTRUCTOR
Also Available:

•AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
•AIRCRAFT INSPECTION

CALL FOR FLIGHT CAREER COUNSELING

VALLEY

CAPT GREG TATE
. 963-2314
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Leadership E:xceUence Starts Here

Wants you to have
the BEST pizza in
Ellensburg
In the Plaza
925-9855

We accept Dominoes, Pizza
Hut & Pizza Mia coupons
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Letters
Continued from page 1
Christine, your idea is a
good one but it is three years
late. Three· years. ago a ,(sic) .
'organization formed titled
Students and Staff for the
Education and Prevention of
Sexual Assault.'' Acronymed
S.T.E.P.S, we are an organization that deals with educating
people about aquaintance (sic)
rape which is sometimes called date rape, also we discuss
stranger rape. Another part of
our organization deals with
the rape victim. S.T.E.P.S
sends advocates, usually a
team of one female and one
male to assist the victim. We
are with the victim and the
family for the duration of the
ordeal. We provide support to
the victim and help the victim
11

get back on her/his feet again.
I found in last weeks
editorial the statistic that four
rapes occur on campus rather
disturbing because in the
three years that S.T.E.P.S has
been active, there has never
been twelve rapes in one
years time. In Christine's letter an officer told her that 75
percent of rapes on campus
are in fact aquaintance (sic)
rapes. Though stranger rape
occurs, most of the rapes on
campus are aquaintance (sic)
rapes. Some people may conclude then that Quigley Hall
escort service is a waste of
time, it really is not. Though it
may seem that Central' s campus is safe at night, it is not so.
There are many dark places
on campus, also you may not
know the "new guy'' you just
met at the library well enough

to let him walk you home. Get
the picture? S.T.E.P.S supports Quigley Hall escort service, it is a good program, it
should not be snickered at.
These men are giving their
own t~me to help and it also
helps the campus be a safer
place.
Signed,
Todd Matthews
President of S. T.E.P.S

Let The Observer work

for you .

Call Wendy or Tristie at 963-1026
in between 11 am - 1 pm

To the Editor:
This is in response to last
weeks article on the student
arrests that occurred. At first I
was surprised to see that you
published the names of the
students arrested. Obviously I
was not the only one, I heard
a number of students talking
about the article and debating
whether the names should
have been printed. Personally, I thought it was a wise

GET YOUR PADI full
open water certification
within a ten day period,
$160. Sign up at Moser's
Menswear and Scuba
Supplies. Your home for
Levi's. 118 E. 4th,
925-1272.
JOIN A feminist growth
group! Tuesdays, 7-9 p.m.
at the Women's Resource
Center. Call 963-2127
for information.

RESERVE

Advertising Doesn't Cost, It Pays!!!

~2J
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similar ones. Right Rod?
Signed,
Darrin]. Planck

Monnett scores lone
goal in soccer defeat
11

his words, was in the right
place at the right time.''
Staff Writer
Evergreen scored two of their
Jeff Monnett scored the goals at the 30- and 41- minute
Wildcat's only goal of the game marks of the game. The final
on an assist from Clint Manny as score came in the last three
the CWU men's soccer team lost minutes of the game from a
to Evergreen State University penalty kick.
Monnett said that during this
3-1.
The Oct. 12 loss in Olympia game CWU ''controlled the ball
now gives the Wildcats a 3-4-1 at times," but was "unlucky."
The Wildcats next game will
overall record on the season, and
come when they travel to
a 2-1 mark in league play.
Monnett' s goal came two Oregon to play George Fox Oct.
minutes into the match, as he, in, . 21 and Concordia on Oct. 22.

By KIRK LUNDQUIST

FOR SALE-Bike,
10-speed, good
condition, 22''.
$65/0BO. 964-2016.

Need to buy?
Need to sell?
Need help?

move. Such action will
stigmatize those people who
commit these crimes and
deter others from committing

CLASSIFIEDS running,
75 HONDA CB360T, good
good looking,
WARE FAIR booths and ·
entertainment spots
still available-but
going fast! For more
info. call 963-1511
or come to the SUB!!!

with fairing for cold
weather commuting. $225.
962-5640.

CALL THE OFFICE ASSISTANT
word processing service
for quoted on reports,
manuscripts, theses,
ADAM COMPUTER, SOK RAM, resumes, mail-merge.
tape driven, letter
955-6872.
quailty printer, includes
software (word processing,
WORD PROCESSING, _typing.
basic programming,and
Experienced, reasonable,
games), manuals and
fast, accurate, all forms.
accessories included.
BOOKMARK SERVICES, 415 N.
$300 or best offer.
Pine St. 962-6609 or
Call 962-9629 evenings.
968-3228.

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

ANNOUNCING
OUR NEW OFFICE LOCATION

DR. DON A. CHILDRESS
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC
502 N. Ruby
Ellensburg. WA 98926
(509) 962~9796

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
TRIS GUY IS IN CLASS.

Located: 1 block North of Safeway
between The Copy Shop and Western Art Association ·

I
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Excitement and adventure is the course
description, and Army ROTC is the
name. It's the one college elective that
builds your self-confidence, develops
your leadership potential and helps you
take on the challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your
junior year, so there's no reason not to
try it out right now.
Find out more. Contact Jim Stratton
at 963-3518.

•Join in the Homecoming fun with us•
Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 7 p.rr..
5th ANNUAL TURTLE RACES
Friday & Saturday- Rock with ROCKSLIDE
Saturqay - HALLOWEEN PARTY
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ARMY ROTC
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TBE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. ·
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Sports column

Fer sure dude, series goes to Cal
By MIKE BUSH
Sports Editor·

As the World Series began, I
felt obligated to write at least one
article on the game of baseball,
especially since this series is a
rarity, with two California teams
battling for the championship.
But, alas, as I sat down to
write, I came to the horrible
realization that I know about as
much about baseball as I do, say,
brain surgery.
This lack of knowledge and
general disinterest stems from
two sources. First, the fact that
we have such a wonderful winning team in Seattle, and second,
the fact that I am possibly the
worst softball player in the
history of CWU intramurals. I

am perhaps the only person to
have ever struck out not once,
but twice in a single game, since
slow pitch was invented.
So, based on what I've written
so far, I have a few questions
regarding the American pastime
in general and the World Series
in particular.
- Why, oh why did they ask
Nancy Reagan to throw out the
first ball of the first game? With
all those guys with tremendous
arms, why pick someone who
couldn't even throw up, let
alone throw out?
- Does Vin Scully actually
know every player in baseball?
- Are Tommy Lasorda and
Playboy Buddy Rose the same
person? Think about it, have you
ever seen them in the same

place at the same time?
- Why do all the players wear
sweatbands? It seems to me that
no one in baseball actually
moves, let alone has an opportunity to sweat.
- Why do baseball managers
wear uniforms like the rest of
the team? In other sports,
coaches wear street clothes, why
not in baseball? Close your eyes
for a moment and try to imagine
Tom Landry in pads and helmet
or Frank Layden in shorts and a
tank top. Ugly picture isn't it?
- I've been told these guys
make a whole lot of money,
maybe even more than professors. So, please tell me why
they have to sit on hard benches
instead of having a row of Lazy
Boy recliners in the dugout?

- Is there a coach/manager in
all of professional sports who
gets more excited during games
than Lasorda? I can't tell you
how refreshing it is to see a
coach who isn't afflicted with
stoneface disease, especially
after watching Chuck Knox
every weekend.
- Are all those statistics for
real? I heard.Vin Scully say on
national television, and I am not
making this up, that this was the
first World Series played in
southern California on natural
grass, where each team had someone named Jose in right field.
- Why does Joe Namath still
have a job? I know this has
nothing to do with baseball, but
you've got to admit, it's one
question that really makes you

Z~ Zag Premium

wonder.
I fully realize that most of
these questions can be answered
with the single word
''tradition,'' and people revere
the traditions of the game the
way my friend Lou worships
Jim Morrison, but my curiosity
is immense. Please write to me
at The Observer with any
answers, real or imagined, and
help a lost soul find the way.

Corrections
In our last issue, we incorrectly reported the ·cwu women's
soccer team beating Pacific
Lutheran University. The team
they beat was Seattle Pacific
University. We apologize for the
mistake.

Cigarette Tobacco
Havin~a

harcf
time
finding a
better
deal
on car
insurance?
"" I

I

You've always done things a little
differently. For you there's Zig Zag
premium cigarette tobacco. It's
blended for American tastes,
smooth and mild. Zig Zag's long cut
makes it easy to roll. And you get
twice as much tobacco for the same
price as machine made brands.
Sure, rolling your own cigarette is a
little out of the ordinary, but what's
so great about being ordinary?

---------,
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$1000FF
Symbol of quality

ONYOURNEXT
PURCHASE OF

ZIGZAG

Consumers: Coupons properly obtained in accord with our
promotions are redeemable at participating stores if you comply
with the following terms of this offer. A. One coupon per pack of
Zig Zag Tobacco and Rolling Papers . B. You must be 21 or older
C. Coupon good only in USA. May not be traded, void where
prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted. D. You must pay
applicable sales tax . E. Not for use with any other offer. Use other
than specified mai be illegal and fraudulent.
Dealers may redeem coupon for fair value up to $1.00 upon
compliance with U.S. Tobacco terms (incorporated by. reference
and available by mail from address below). U.S. Tobacco
reserves the right to withhold payment on coupons and confiscate
submissions containing coupons which. in our opinion, have
not been redeemed in compliance wrth U.S. Tobacco terms. Any
attempted redemption in knowing violation of this offer is fraudulent.
Cash value V20 of 1 cent. Handling allowance 8 cents per coupon.
Dealers only: Mail to U.S. Tobacco Co .. PO Box 730795.
El Paso. TX 79973.

________________________________
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Since 1879
98832 102226

Compare Allstate
coverage.

ROGER T · BOYD
415 N. Pine

925-1700

Allstate®

Allstate Insurance Company, Northbrook, IL

Join us Thursday, October 27th as Super 1 and KXLE Radio
present the Spookiest Haunted House you've ever seen! ·
Everyone come and enjoy our many games, prizes, and ·
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special happenings-the likes of which you'd never expect
at your favorite grocery store!
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27th 7-11 PM
2nd Annual Super 1 Foods
KXLE/XL 95 Halloween Bash
_

1240AM

95.3FM - -

KXLE XL95
YOUR HOME IN THE COUNTRY

THE VALLEY'S HOTIEST RADIO
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